
Physics with Jesus
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Physics with Jesus

It was an Adjective , Adjective Thursday time of day - eg morning in Lab Number .

Everyone was waiting for Mr Lamb to arrive. The Noun Verb - Past Tense and the class fell silent

in anticipation. Was it Mr Lamb? Was it Mr Sheep? No one could be certain. Suddenly the Noun burst

open, and a Noun of Noun shook the building. A bright colour light shone for a

moment, and then Jesus made his entrance. Everyone was gobsmacked. One particularly Adjective boy

said, "Dad, why are you at school?", clearly unaware of who had actually entered. Everyone was too

emotion - ending in -ed eg shocked to tell him the news - Jesus was not his father. Instead of correcting him, Jesus

walked forward to the Noun . "We shall not be doing any physics today. We will be walking on water," 

said Jesus with Adverb . He shepherded the Adjective class to the Noun Garden, and

transformed the Noun into liquid . One child, who was particularly Adjective , fainted

with emotion . Nobody went write to - made a mistake help him because they were all too busy walking

on water. Jesus didn't give a damn either, so the child had to deal with his own problems. Jesus then turned to all

the Noun - Plural in the garden and turned them into Christmas Noun - Plural by winking at them.

The kids cried with emotion . "This is the best or worst physics lesson ever!" one girl said through

her hysterical tears. Jesus laughed. "You are all Adjective and Adjective ," he said

Adjective . Everyone Verb - Past Tense .

After such an Adjective turn of events, life afterwards was Adjective and Adjective .

When



Jesus left the Location and Mr Lamb finally showed up, all the kids decided to drop physics and become

nuns and priests. Mr Lamb cried because he loved his class so much and didn't want them to drop physics. When

the kids tried to explain their experiences with Jesus, Mr Lamb wouldn't believe them because he said he saw

Jesus Verb - Past Tense the school grounds WAY before his physics lesson. The kids ignored his desperate

Noun - Plural and marched to Location Number . There they hung up colour

streamers all around and screamed with emotion . They conjured a huge flavor cake out of

nowhere, and put Number Noun - Plural on it. They all donned their party Noun - Plural and

waited in eager anticipation. Jesus appeared because he was super excited as well. In the silence of the

anticipation, all the kids heard the sound of Adjective footsteps approaching. "Oh my goodness, is that

mr or mrs teachers name ?" one kid said. "Why yes, I believe so," Jesus screamed. Finally

mr or mrs same teachers name appeared in the doorway. "HAPPY Number BIRTHDAY!" 

they all cried with gusto. Jesus was Verb - Present ends in ING . mr or mrs same teachers name burst

into tears and fell on the ground. "11 Black! I love you!" he Verb - Past Tense . Everyone ate the cake in

pure emotion and Mr Hayford felt his birthday had been properly celebrated.

In the end, Mr Hayford never stopped Verb - Present ends in ING or Verb - Present ends in ING . Jesus was

now in his life forever. Sarah James went on to become a first class nun and all the children attended her nun

ceremonies. Jesus checked up on them all every 2 years, and Mr Lamb was left to his own shenanigans.

The



end.
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